Is your Healthcare IT compliant? With medical costs on the rise, and continuing healthcare reforms, staying
current with your IT system can be a challenge. To respond to these unprecedented changes and deliver
superior medical care means using knowledge and technology in new ways—from the back office to the
doctor’s office. To help our clients deliver more effective, efficient and affordable healthcare, we have
created the IT Health Plan.
C&C Networks’ IT Health Plan helps local and leading healthcare providers, and health plan sponsors
achieve:
 Reduced administrative costs.
 Reduction in healthcare costs.
 Efficiency in capturing and organizing notes and the distribution of data.
 Efficient setup and configuration of Practice management applications such as EPIC, Allscpripts,
GE Healthcare, eClinicalWorks and others.
 Linking of multiple locations seamlessly in order to share data/reporting.
 Integration and implementation of EMR/EHR requirements.
Learn More
C&C Networks delivers a wide range of healthcare IT solutions—from addressing back office functions
and electronic medical records to a complete transformation of disseminating medical information and
simplifying patient engagement. Our solutions are backed by real-world experience, business and clinical
insights and innovative technologies. Learn more about our work with:
 Healthcare providers and linking multiple locations.
 Medical health and electronic billing systems.
 IT systems hardware including scanners, servers, pcs, networks and wireless devices.
 Providing integrated computer networked systems and HIPAA compliant security.
C&C Networks is a full-service Information Technology company serving the Ohio tri-state area. We
specialize in providing IT Consulting, Implementation, and Support services for small to midsize medical
practices and businesses. Our focus solely rests on understanding your practice by creating a partnership
with you and your staff to implement, support, and optimize technical solutions that work for you. Our
leading technology experts integrate seamlessly into your practice to provide the best solutions and
support 24/7.
Our business model is designed and constructed around a proven setting where we become an extension
of or become your actual IT Department. Our business philosophy is simple, to exceed client expectations
by going beyond hardware and software to provide solutions that transform data into knowledge,
enabling you to solve problems and better serve your patients.
Providing Comprehensive IT Solutions
 Complete IT Management
 Developing and Implementing Solutions
 24/7 Help Desk
 Tablet PC and wireless configuration
 Remote Office Integration
 Network Security
 Data Backups and Recovery
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